Kempen SDG
Farmland Fund
A UNIQUE, WORLDWIDE ACCESS TO SUSTAINABLE LAND OWNERSHIP

SEPTEMBER 2021

General provisions
Kempen Capital Management N.V. (Kempen) is a specialist Asset Management company – a strong player in its niche markets. We are passionately
committed to building long-term partnerships based on transparency and trust and we consider our clients’ goals as our goals, which is why Kempen
and our employees invest in our funds right along with you.
General risks to take into account when investing in Farmland
Please note that all investments are subject to market fluctuations. Investing in agricultural land has an average risk. These categories are generally
characterized by stable income and relatively stable collateral. On the other hand, the tradability can be relatively limited.

The value of your investment may fluctuate, past performance is no guarantee for the future. Do not take unnecessary risks. Before you invest, it is
important that you are aware of and are informed about the characteristics and risks of investing. This information can be found in the available
documents of the strategy and/or in the agreements that are part of the service you choose or have chosen.
Profile of the typical investor:
The strategy may be suitable as a core or supplemental investment for those:
— interested in a convenient way of gaining exposure to farmland;
— seeking long-term growth of their investment (10 years or longer);
— who can bear the possibility of significant losses; and
— who have experience with the risks and rewards of real assets.
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Agenda
– 09.00-09.30 Introduction Kempen SDG Farmland Fund
–

9:30-10.00 Investments in Portugal with Optimum Partners

– 10:00-10:30 Investments in Australia with Gunn Agri Partners

KEMPEN

Richard Jacobs

GUNN AGRI AUSTRALIA

OPTIMUM PORTUGAL

Edzard Potgieser

Andrea Michelli

Javier Uribarren

Bradley Wheaton

Daniel Hough
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– Investing in farmland
– Sustainable investing according to the SDGs

– Team of specialists with an average of 15 years of experience
– Building on Kempen’s core competencies

– Proposition Kempen SDG Farmland Fund
– Portfolio and investment examples

– Sustainable investing
– Background team, portfolio and fund term sheet
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Farmland – an alternative option to invest in «Land»

3 types of land development

Annual crops
Real estate

Farming
Permanent crops

Agriculture

Livestock

Natural resources

Forestry

Kempen focus
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Investing in farmland: what does that mean?

Blueberries in the US

Macadamia nuts in Australia

Wheat in Denmark

Kiwi Gold in New Zealand
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Why invest in farmland?

Financial
return

Capital preservation
Store of value

Complementary
in portfolio

Sustainable
development
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Financial and sustainable gains by tapping into various
sources of returns
Net return target
Annual average over a
10-year time horizon

6-8%

Ecological return
0-1% per year from fees for CO2 storage or biodiversity
improvement through various trading systems

Increase in value of the land
1-2% per year, related to the general price increase of goods and
scarcity of fertile farmland

Productivity improvement
1-2% per year by obtaining higher yields with the same
resources

Yield of the crops
3-6% per year, depending on land and type of crop
The value of your investments may fluctuate. Past performance is no guarantee for the future. The Kempen SDG Farmland Fund has a unique open-end structure. After a lock-up period of 5
years, the fund offers quarterly liquidity on a best effort basis. The fund has a commitment and capital call structure.
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Value creation by making the most of land
▪ How can we store CO2 in the soil?
▪ How can we promote biodiversity?
Ecological
footprint

Production is under pressure due to:
▪ Intensive agriculture
▪ Water scarcity
▪ Succession problems

33% of all agricultural
land is degraded

Agricultural
production

Agriculture
> 20% climate footprint

▪ 10 billion people (estimated) by 2050
▪ Keeping food affordable and healthy
Affordable and
healthy food

Agricultural production
needs to be increased
by 75%
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Nature can contribute more than 50% to the
CO2 reduction target of the Paris Agreement
To meet the Paris Agreement Goals for 2030,

30 gigatons of CO2
per year must be removed from the air

Farmland offers unprecedented opportunities
to permanently store CO2

12 / 30 gigatons can be realized by solutions based on our
ecosystems (land and nature)
4 / 12 gigatons can be realized through conservation,
restoration and management
2 / 4 gigatons can be realized through sustainable
agriculture

Duurzaam
*In 2017, a study was published under the name Griscom et al called "Natural Climate Solutions"
(hereinafter "the
Griscom Study"). The research was conducted under the supervision
Geïntegreerd
in ons
of several NGOs (including The Nature Conservancy) and over 20 research centers from renowned universities such as Ohio, Cornell and Wageningen. The group investigated how
investeringsproces
much nature can contribute to the goal of keeping the average global temperature rise below
2°C.
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Team with on average 20 years experience
PORTFOLIO MANAGERS

RICHARD JACOBS

SVEN SMEETS

EDZARD POTGIESER

BRAM BIKKER

JORRIT WILLIGERS

IC MEMBERS

NARINA MNATSAKANIAN

TIM VAN DEN POL

LARS DIJKSTRA
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Working in a global partnership local experts

Copenhagen (4)
Richfield (1)

Indianapolis (10)

London (1+1)
Amsterdam (5+3)
Sevilla (4)

Miami (4)

Toowomba (1)
Sydney (7)
Albury (1)

New partners to be added in New Zealand (2021), the UK (2021)

Gisborne (15)
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Local partners identified for sourcing and local
asset/property management
– Denmark: attractively valued
market for row crops in Europe
– Partner: a local Danish farmland
partner working on a lease basis
– A 5th partner will be announced for
Western Europe (UK)

– In Australia we work with a hands-on partner with
decades of experience sourcing all crop types
– In New-Zealand, a 6th partner will be announced

– Partner in the US with
significant hands-on
experience
– Capable of sourcing through
the entire US and all crop
types

– Portugal and Spain are attractive target countries for permanent crops
– Partner: an experienced permanent crop operator with global experience and presence
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Investing in farmland via a diversified portfolio

Combination of annual
and permanent crops

Global Portfolio

Strong focus on ESG

Combination of annual and permanent

Primary focus on developed countries.

Investing with clear and measurable

crops on the basis of a lease model as well

Opportunistically allocating to secondary

impact goals.

as an ‘own & operate’ model.

(more risky) countries.
Deploying sourcing and asset management
capabilities of ‘best-in-class’ local partners.
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Investment Philosophy
Core+ farmland without speculation
Land rich and pure farmland properties, no real estate speculation or vertical integration

Truly global in OECD countries
Benefit from global diversification with strong local connections, no country bias

Mid sized farms
Typical €10 million - €25 million smaller sized farms rather than large corporate aggregations

Driving the SDG agenda
An SDG agenda based on clearly defined and measurable ESG KPIs
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Investing in farmland contributes to the Sustainable
Development Goals
Healthy food and water for everyone

Circular agriculture and less resources

Soil life and biodiversity

Climate: global warming < 2°C
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Sustainability plan per investment
Design of the long
term Sustainability
Plan with an
experienced local
consultant based on
identified risks and
priorities

Certification with
an accredited
certifier

Annual monitoring and
reporting with an
accredited controller /
auditor according to an
agreed framework

Implementation
EMS and
deployment of
specialists

Detailing of
KPI’s
according to
an agreed
framework
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Current portfolio including concrete pipeline

11

Countries

4

Crop types

15

Permanent crops

Region

Crop type

Investments

Olives
Macadamianuts

39%

48%

Avocado

51%

52%

Almonds

10%
Annual

Permanent

Europe

North America

Pistachios

Austalia/NZ

21%
47%

5%

10%

15%

20%

30%

40%

Annual crops

Countries

Operational model

0%

39%

Grains, peas, seeds

Portugal
Denmark

53%

Vegetables

US

30%
10%
Buy-and-lease

Own-and-operate

Australia

Potatoes
0%

10%

20%
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Current Portfolio (September 2021)
Current portfolio

Status

Date

Country (region)

Crop type

Size Equity

Rio de Azeite SA

Closed

March 2021

Portugal (Alentejo)

Olives

EUR 4 mln

Herdadinha

Closed

July 2021

Portugal (Alentejo)

Olives, Almonds

EUR 20 mln

Northflow

Closed

July 2021

United States (Idaho)

Potatoes, Grains, Vegetables

EUR 5 mln

Mountain Top Orchard

Closed

August 2021

Australia (New South Wales)

Avocado

EUR 10 mln

Whitten

Closed

September 2021

Verenigde Staten (Californië)

Pistachio, Almonds

EUR 7 mln

Darketgaard

Closed

September 2021

Denmark (Lolland)

Grains, Grass seeds, Peas

EUR 12 mln

Rocky Creek

Closed

September 2021

Australia (New South Wales)

Wheat, Barley, Canola,
Chickpeas, Corn, Soybeanrs

EUR 5 mln

Tjele

Final Closing

December 2021

Denmark (Jutland)

Vegetables, Grains

EUR 10 mln

Western Zealand

Final Closing

December 2021

Denmark (Western Zealand)

Grains, Sugar Beats, Specialty

EUR 10 mln

Breeza

Due Diligence

January 2022

Australia (New South Wales)

Wheat, Barley, Canola,
Chickpeas

EUR 15 mln

SCM

Due Diligence

January 2022

Australia (New South Wales)

Macadamianuts

EUR 13 mln

Total

Closed

September 2021

EUR 63 mln

Total

In final stage

End of year

EUR 111 mln
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Portfolio investment Portugal
Investment specifications
Location
Investment amount

Portugal (Alentejo)
EUR 5.7 mln

Size

190 ha (~ 300,000 trees)

Crop

Olives

Variety

Arbequina (primarily), Arbosana

Orchard

3 year old, super high density

Water source
Operational model

Alqueva, Roxo
Own and operate

Partner

Optimum Agriculture

Operator

Optimum Agriculture

Return forecast (unlevered)
Operational Cash yield

8.0%

Capital growth

4.0%

Total return (gross)

12.0%
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Sustainable Development Goals
Our Mission:
I. To acquire land with the right properties for
healthy and sustainable yields
II. Where we deploy regenerative or natureinclusive farming techniques that contribute
to our SDGs
III. And where we set KPI’s to support SDG’s

An olive tree thrives on the right climatic, physical, biological and
chemical conditions. A healthy soil leads to healthy trees that are less
susceptibel to pests and diseases, and may require fewer pesticides
(fungicides, herbicides) to combat those threats
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Key Performance Indicators
• Zero / minimum tillage is an important starting
point to prevent soil deterioration
• Green manure (cover crops) and organic
manure, limiting the use of chemical fertilizer
and increasing the amount of organic material
and CO2 storage
• Using drip irrigation, water and nutrients can
be supplied in correct quantities
• Underground drainage provides better water
drainage in very wet weather
• Using GPS, sensors, soil and water samples
to determine precisely where there is a need
for water and nutrients and where there is not
• Planting rows of trees, hedgerows and nature
corridors for biodiversity but also as wind
breakers to avoid erosion
• Planting pollinators, installing hives for bees
and insects to increase biodiversity
• Replace diesel generators with solar panels
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Portfolio investment Portugal (add-on)
Investment specifications
Location
Investment amount

Portugal (Alentejo)
EUR 20 mln

Size

475 ha olives, 82 ha almonds

Crop

Olives, almonds

Variety

Arbequina (olives), Lauranne, Penta,
en Constanti (almonds)

Orchard

13 year old (olives), year old
(almonds), super high density

Water source
Operational model

Investment rationale
• Attractive and sizable ‘add-on’ on a 15 minute drive from our
initial investment in olives in Portugal
• Presence of trees, ponds and conservation area offers
opportunities to improve biodiversity
• Schales enable a further cooperation with research institutes
and local universities on ESG

Roxo
Own and operate

Partner

Optimum Agriculture

Operator

Optimum Agriculture

Return forecast (unlevered)
Operational Cash yield

8.0%

Capital growth

4.0%

Total return (gross)

12.0%
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Portfolio investment Australia
Investment specifications
Location

Australia (Northern New South Wales)

Investment amount

AUD 15.0 mln

Size

117 gross ha; 69 planted ha

Crop

Avocado

Variety

Hass

Orchard

1-9 year old plantings

Water source

Investment rationale
• Exposure to a crop with strong domestic consumption growth in a
high rainfall (1200 mm/year) area in Australia
• Australia has relatively high lease rates for permanent crops
• Sustainability options are diverse and are currently being worked out

Rainfall (~ 1200mm p/y) and irrigation
(surface water)

Operational model
Partner

Buy and lease
Gunn Agri

Return forecast (unlevered)
Operational Cash yield

8.0%

Capital growth

2.0%

Total return (gross)

10.0%
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Portfolio investment United States
Investment specifications
Location

United States (Idaho)

Investment amount

USD 5.0 mln

Size

400 ha

Crop

Potatoes, wheat, barley

Water source

Rainfall and irrigation (groundwater)

Operational model

Buy and lease

Partner

US Agriculture

Operator

Investment rationale
• Bilateral transaction with a retiring farmer that sold earlier to our
local partner; attractive price in relation to comparable transactions
• Water district that actively manages and recharges ground water
levels in the acquifer; long term sustainable water usage
• Tenant believes water usage can be further reduced by more
modern irrigation and different crop rotations

Brett Jensen Farms

Return forecast (unlevered)
Operational Cash yield

4.0%

Capital growth

3.0%

Total return (gross)

7.0%
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Portfolio investment in Denmark
Investment specifications
Location
Investment amount

Denmark (Jutland)
EUR 9.9 mln

Size

500 ha

Crop

Organic vegetables and wheat

Variety
Farm
Water source
Operational model
Partner

Rotation vegetables, wheat, maize
Mostly sandy soils

Investment rationale
• Sale-and-lease-back-transaction with organic farmer that wants
to release capital for further sustainable investments in his
company
• Leading provider of organic vegetables to Danish grocery stores
• Other crops will be used as feedstock for organic dairy products

Rainfed as well as irrigated
Buy and lease
IWC

Return forecast (unlevered)
Net cash yield on invested capital

2.5%

Capital growth

3.0%

Total return (gross)

5.5%
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Portfolio investment in Denmark
Investment specifications
Location
Investment amount

Denmark (Lolland)
EUR 11.5 mln

Size

290 ha

Crop

Wheat, grass seeds, peas

Variety

Rotation with a winter crop

Farm
Water source
Operational model
Partner

JP 7 (heavy clay)
Rainfed

Investment rationale
• Sale-and-lease-back-transaction with a conservation farmer with
experience in ‘no-till’ farming
• Short term lease reduction to support regenerative case,
conventional lease terms after year 4 in combination with access
to all future carbon credits
• Farmhouse can be rented to Fehmarn Tunnel engineers

Buy and lease
IWC

Return forecast (unlevered)
Net cash yield on invested capital

2.4%

Capital growth

2.6%

Total return (gross)

5.0%
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Portfolio Asset in the US
Investment specifications
Location

United States (California)

Investment amount

EUR 7 mln

Size

39 ha pistachios, 29 ha almonds

Crop

Pistachios, almonds

Water source

Rain and irrigation (surface water and
groundwater)

Operational model
Partner

Investment rationale
• California is the leading producer of pistachios and almonds in the world
• The trees have reached an optimal age and just enter full production
• The asset has multiple sources of water. Biodiversity can be improved by
planting pollinator habitat

Own and Operate
US Agriculture

Return forecast (unlevered)
Operational Cash yield

7.0%

Capital growth

2.0%

Total return (gross)

9.0%
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Pipeline asset in Closing Stage
Investment specifications
Location

Australia (Northern New South Wales)

Investment amount

EUR 10 mln

Size

3500 ha, of which 23% (+10% after
transformation) cropping

Crop

Corn, soybeans, wheat, barley

Water source
Operational model

Rainfall (700mm p/y, no irrigation)
Own and operate (crops), Buy and lease
(extensive livestock)

Partner
Operator

Investment rationale
• Investment where partially (10%) grazing land is transformed to cropping land and a parcel
(7%) will be managed as conservation area
• Next to the cropping land, the remaining grazing land will be used for extensive livestock
and be leased out to a leading Wagyu-operator with a focus on export to Japan
• Part of the strategy is to make significant improvements to the soil quality and biodiversity

Gunn Agri Partners
Local operator (crops), Edwards Livestock
(tenant extensive livestock)

Return forecast (unlevered)
Operational Cash yield

6.0%

Capital growth

4.0%

Total return (gross)

10.0%
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Terms Kempen SDG Farmland Fund
Draft term sheet
Name

Kempen SDG Farmland Fund

Fund type

Open End

Legal structure

Dutch FGR / Coop (feeder)

Liquidity

5-year lock-up, then annually on a best effort basis. Liquidity review after 10 years

Inception

1 March 2021

Target size

€1bn

Target return

6-8% net of fees

Management fee

0.4% (qualifying investor) - 0.6% (non-qualifying investor)

Performance fee

None on Kempen level

Fees local partners

Management fee (ca. 0.5-0.75%) plus potential performance fee based on high hurdle rates and high water mark

Geographic focus

Europe (20-40%), North America (20-40%), Australia / NZ (20-40%), South America (0-20%)

Crop focus

Annual crops (50%) and Permanent crops (50%)

Operational model

Buy-and-lease (50-100%) and own-and-operate (0-50%)

Leverage

Target: 15% (max. 25%)
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Conclusion

Return

Capital preservation
Store of value

Complementary
in portfolio

Sustainable
development
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Biography Richard Jacobs
Name

Richard Jacobs

Background

Richard is managing director in the Private Markets team with a primary focus on farmland.
Before joining Kempen, Richard co-founded Altis Investment Management, an independent asset manager
with offices in Switzerland and the Netherlands after having worked at ABN Amro bank and Morgan Stanley
in London.

Richard Jacobs
Managing Director

He grew up on a family farm (potato and beets) and still spends his weekend and holidays growing organic
wine grapes, grains and vegetables on only a few hectares.
Richard received his Masters degree in Econometrics from Maastricht University.

Kempen
Beethovenstraat 300
1077 WZ AMSTERDAM
The Netherlands
+31 (0)20 348 8850
Richard.Jacobs@kempen.nl
Languages
— Dutch
— English
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Biography Edzard Potgieser
Name

Edzard Potgieser

Background

Edzard is a director in the Private Markets team with a primary focus on Farmland.
Before Edzard joined Kempen, he worked for Altis Investment Management. At Altis, he was responsible for
the sourcing of Private Markets investments and closely involved in the introduction of Farmland as a new
asset class. Prior to Altis, Edzard worked for the Dutch Central Bank (DNB).

Edzard Potgieser
Director

He grew up in the northeast part of the Netherlands, where some of his family members have been farming
for multiple generations.
Edzard has a Masters in Business Economics from the University of Groningen and is a CFA charterholder.

Kempen
Beethovenstraat 300
1077 WZ AMSTERDAM
The Netherlands
+31 (0)20 348 8862
+31 (0)6 83 35 34 34
Edzard.Potgieser@kempen.nl
Languages
— Dutch
— English
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Biography Sven Smeets
Name

Sven Smeets

Background

Sven is a managing director in the Private Markets team, where he is primarily responsible for investments
in Private Equity.

Before joining Kempen, Sven was managing director at Altis Investment Management, which was bought by
ING in 2008. At Altis, he was responsible for a Private Equity program with a size of around Eur 1 billion. He
started his career at APG Asset Management in 1998.
Sven Smeets
Managing Director

Sven obtained his Masters degree in Financial Econometrics from Maastricht University and is also a CFA
Charterholder.

Kempen
Beethovenstraat 300
1077 WZ AMSTERDAM
The Netherlands
+31 (0)20 348 8890
Sven.Smeets@kempen.nl
Languages
— Dutch
— English
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Biography Bram Bikker
Name

Bram Bikker

Background

Bram is a director in the Private Markets team with a primary focus on Private Equity.
Before joining Kempen, Bram worked for more than 10 years at Altis Investment Management in Zug,
Switzerland, which was bought by ING in 2008. At Altis he was responsible for the sourcing of public and
private equity investments. Before that Bram worked for Arcadis and Hevo Bouwmanagement.
Bram obtained his Masters degree in Business Economics from Tilburg University.

Bram Bikker
Director
Kempen
Beethovenstraat 300
1077 WZ AMSTERDAM
The Netherlands
+31 (0)20 348 8884
+31 (0)6 13 58 55 94
Bram.Bikker@kempen.nl
Languages
— Dutch
— English
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Biography Jorrit Willigers
Name

Jorrit Willigers

Background

Jorrit is a director in the Private Markets team with a primary focus on Private Equity.
Before joining Kempen, he was Head of Private Equity Portfolio responsible for the North
American private equity portfolio at Generali Group. Before that, he worked in corporate finance
at Deloitte and KPMG and as an investment manager at Gilde Equity Management.

Jorrit Willigers
Director

Jorrit obtained his Masters degree in Business Economics from the University of Amsterdam.

Kempen
Beethovenstraat 300
1077 WZ AMSTERDAM
The Netherlands
+31 (0)20 348 8895
+31 (0)6 46 05 22 75
Jorrit.Willigers@kempen.nl
Languages
— Dutch
— English
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Disclaimer
This presentation of Kempen Capital Management NV (KCM) is for information purposes only. The information in this document is incomplete without the verbal explanation given by an employee of KCM. KCM is licensed as a
manager of various UCITS and AIFs and authorized to provide investment services, and, as such, is subject to supervision by the Netherlands Authority for the Financial Markets. KCM explicitly wants to prevent the
benchmarks being used in this presentation from being published or made available to the public within the meaning of the Benchmark regulation. Therefore, the benchmark data in this presentation is made available to you,
exclusively to internal business and non-commercial purposes.
No part of this presentation may be used without prior permission from KCM.
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